Monroe County Community College

Incident: Assault & Battery
Location: Administration Building - Cellar
Date of Incident: 10/7/2021
Incident #: 10-07-2021

Complainant 1:
Name: Jeremy Mommerency
Address:
Phone:
Student: □ Yes ☒ No

Victim 1:
Name: MCMC
Address:
Phone:
Student: □ Yes ☒ No

Parent: Jeremy Mommerency

Suspect/Offender 1:
Name: MCMC
Address:
Phone:
Student: □ Yes ☒ No

Guardian: Cameron Barber

Witness 1:
Name: MCMC
Address:
Phone:
Student: □ Yes □ No

Parent: David Voggenreiter
Narrative

On Thursday October 7th, 2021 at approximately 3:00 pm R/o was approached by Robert Krueger, Principal of the Monroe County Middle College. Mr. Krueger needed access to the College’s video surveillance system to investigate an alleged assault.

R/o reviewed camera #31 which is one of the cameras that monitor the “Cellar”. The following was observed at 2:43:00 pm; , along with , and were sitting on the couch/chairs located on the south end of the “Cellar”/Student Lounge. All appear to be interacting with each other when comes around and starts hitting ping pong balls at . After hitting 2 balls at then makes several threatening gestures as if was going to throw the paddles at then walks around the Cellar and at 2:45:26:747 throws the first paddle at and it appears to strike in the legs. At 2:45:47:857 throws a paddle for the second time and then picks up the paddle and starts striking in feet as holds them up the keep away. then stands in front of and it appears that they are talking. At 2:46:09:372 has picked up the paddle and now throws it for a third time, again appearing to strike in the lower legs. then picks up the paddle and then sits down on the bench directly across from . At 2:46:37:403 throws the paddle for a forth time striking in the face. then gets up and shoves in what appears to stop any further actions from following behind then calmly sits back down on the bench and drinks from a can. At 2:47:24:952 gets up and leaves the Cellar and returns at 2:48:54 and sits back down on the couch. At 2:52:11 Mr. Robert Krueger arrives and escorts out of the Cellar.

R/o spoke with Mr. Krueger who presented the information on all parties involved. Because all parties are student of the Monroe County Middle College and none are dual enrollment, the ISD/MCMC is handling any corrective actions.

R/o spoke with Mr. Krueger on the following Monday and learned that the Monroe County Sheriff Department had been contacted. Deputy Benes took a report from the Mommererency family. MCSD Complaint #287-24-21. R/o will be requesting a copy of the MCSD report, via FOIA.
R/o contacted Mr. Jeremy Mommerency, father, and explained that because of age, I would need his permission to speak with. R/o arraigned a cell phone call with Mr. Mommerency on speaker via cell phone. related the following: On the day in question, was with friends in the Cellar when approached and began hitting with ping pong balls, alternating between throwing the balls and hitting them with a paddle at head. repeatedly told to stop, and “knock it off”. stated that was only struck in the leg once when hrew the ping pong paddle, but then was hit in the face by the last paddle that hrew at. suffered a laceration to the bridge of nose. Photographs were provided by Mr. Jeremy Mommerency and stated that the pictures were taken two days after the incident. Photographs attached.

also commented that had struck with a pool cue on thigh the day before. R/o was able to retrieve still photographs of the strike as well as an additional jab to the abdomen.

R/o spoke with and . Both related similar events as did. Both are also visible in the video.
R/o made copies of the video.

Reporting Officer: C. Abel

Case Status: Open, pending further review.

Supplemental Report 10-22-2021

On Thursday evening, 10/21/2021 Safety Services Office J. Schmidt contacted R/o and reported that he had again harassed another individual this afternoon in the atrium of the La Z Boy Center building. Officer Schmidt reported that this incident happened around 2:30pm.

R/o reviewed the video footage and located additional times when he confronts another individual. Video footage is from several interior and exterior cameras and from different building cameras. The primary cameras reviewed are from the La Z Boy interior camera #12 and #30.

At 2:54:37, R/o is already in the atrium and leaves the building and provides a wide passing area.

At 2:55:29, R/o comes back into the atrium and leaves out the main entry doors. He returns at 2:56:07 and approaches the individual and appears to speak to them. He appears to ignore the individual and at 2:56:59 leaves the building. He takes a walk down the sidewalk to the West entrance of the CTC Building and returns to the atrium at 3:04:41. During the time outside, R/o drops his back pack near the bus stop and runs to the South entrance of the Life Science building and then runs back the tree next to the bus stop and climbs the tree and climbs on the bicycle rack.

R/o then enters the atrium and confronts the individual for the last time. R/o appears to be upset and collects his belongings and leaves.

R/o then walks to the Safety Services office and makes a complaint.

R/o was copied on emails from Mr. Mommerency where he was expressing his dissatisfaction with the actions being taken by the MCMC in correcting actions.

R/o met with VP Wetzel to explain the new incident. A meeting was held with the MCCC Executives members to discuss this latest incident and to provide further guidelines for non-ducal enrolled MCMC students.

R/o C. Abel
**Supplemental Report**
10/27/2021
R/o C. Abel

On today's date, R/o received the FOIA from the MCSD, comp# 28724-21. R/o reviewed the report and noted disturbing and threatening language as reported by . Through the redactions, R/o interprets that is making statement of rape and murder towards and is very uncomfortable after hearing these statements.

R/o brought this new information to the attention of Dr. Quartey, President of the College. Dr. Quartey and R/o agreed that needs to be removed from the campus immediately. Both Dr. Quartey and R/o met with Mr. Krueger and presented this new information to Mr. Krueger. Mr. Krueger agrees that needed to be removed from the campus.

Mr. Kreuger collects at the end of 3rd hour class and is brought back to Mr. Krueger’s office to wait for guardians to come remove from the campus. At 11:51 Mr. Krueger escorts to the parking lot with guardians.

MCSD report is included with this report.

Case Status: Inactive pending Administrative review.